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3-7   What is the periodic table?
Lesson Review

Match each term in Column A with its definition in Column B. Write the letters of
the correct answers in the spaces provided.

Column A

_______ 1. Elements in the modern periodic table are arranged in
increasing order of this.

_______ 2. Chemical symbols for some elements come from this
language.

_______ 3. first person to create a periodic table

_______ 4. horizontal row of elements in the periodic table

_______ 5. repeating pattern

_______ 6. vertical column of elements in the periodic table

_______ 7. The first letter of a chemical symbol is always this.

Column B

a. Latin

b. periodic

c. group

d. atomic number

e. period

f. capitalized

g. Mendeleev

Skill Challenge
Skills: identifying, organizing

Complete the table below by filling in the correct symbol, period, or group of each element.

CHEMICAL SYMBOLS

Symbol Period Group

H 1

Li 2

4 4

Au 6

Cu 11

4 1

5 1

Fe 8

W 6

2 16
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Families of Elements
Enrichment Activity for Lesson 3-7
Skills: researching, classifying

Scientists often classify the elements of the periodic table into families that have

similar properties. Use classroom or library references to find out the names of

the families and the elements in each family. Write the name of each family

below. Then, use colored pencils and a color key to shade in the families on the

periodic table at the bottom of the page. Be sure to label your color key according
to the family that each color represents.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                  


